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MINUTES 

 

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

BOARD OF REGENTS 

 

Finance and Asset Management Committee 

 

Thursday, June 13, 2019 

Petersen Room, Allen Library 

 

Call to Order and Attendance 

 

Committee Chair Regent Benoliel called the meeting to order at 10:10 a.m. 

 

Present: Regents Benoliel (Chair), Ayer, Harrell, Jaech, MacPhee, Rice, Riojas, Tamaki, Zeeck, Zhou; 

President Cauce, Provost Richards, the Secretary. 

 

Approval of Minutes 

 

Regent Benoliel announced that, hearing no objections, the minutes from the Committee meeting on May 9, 

2019, were approved, as distributed. 

 

Quarterly Investment Performance Report – Quarter Ended March 31, 2019 (Information only) (Item No. F–

1) 

 

Regent Benoliel announced that, hearing no objections, Item F–1 would appear on the full Board’s agenda, 

as distributed. 

 

See Attachment F–1. 

 

Finance and Capital Report (Information only) (Item No. F–2) 

 

Brian McCartan, Vice President, Finance, stated that his portion of the report will be devoted to Finance 

Transformation (FT). He plans to return to the Board in July to request Stage 1 approval for a six-month, 

$12 million design phase. FT will modernize not only the UW’s financial systems, but its business practices. 

FT entails the adoption of a modern, cloud-based service and the transformation of how business is done 

across all units of the UW. A benchmark study of financial and supply-chain practices has yielded an 

inventory of 800 financial systems across the university and a first draft of a chart of accounts. The number 

of auxiliary systems has encouraged FT leadership to rethink its operating model 

 

Ed Loftus, Associate Vice President, FT, explained that finance transformation is the goal, and Workday is 

the tool. In coming months, he aims to continue the ongoing momentum into different areas of financial and 

supply-chain management, develop a sustainable support model, develop accurate information technology 

(IT) cost estimates, and build program infrastructure and a resource plan. Mr. McCartan added that the six-

month design phase will be followed by a two-and-one-half-year implementation phase concluding with go-

live in July 2022. 

 

Anna Brannen, Executive Vice President of Bluecrane, Inc., stated that she has been the principal, 

independent, quality-assurance consultant for Workday at the UW since 2015. She has also provided quality 

assurance services to the State of Washington and to the University of California (UC) and the California 

State University (CSU) systems during their implementation of Workday enterprise resource planning 
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platforms. FT met several objectives during its readiness phase: 1) it identified what Workday can and 

cannot do; 2) it recognized the magnitude of institutional change required; and 3) it identified best practices 

from peers and lessons from the Workday HR/Payroll implementation. In fact, Bluecrane has recommended 

UW practices to the State of Washington for its readiness phase of Workday implementation. The design 

phase will focus on: 1) foreseeing technological impacts; 2) establishing a firm program for managing 

change; and 3) providing reasonable estimates of required time and cost. Bluecrane supports the conclusion 

of the FT readiness phase and recommends moving forward. 

 

Asked how the UW’s implementation timeline compares to those of other major institutions, Ms. Brannen 

replied that the FT timeline is a good model for other large, public-sector institutions. For instance, the 

implementation of Workday Finance for the entire State of California took five years and cost $1 billion, 

while the State of Washington has had to extend its readiness timeline by two years because of over-

ambitious initial projections. The key to success is adequate change management. Mr. Loftus interjected 

that, while many institutions underestimate the magnitude of change and the time and resources required for 

that change, it is best not to do this. 

 

Asked about the fate of the 800 auxiliary systems, Mr. McCartan replied that this will have been determined 

by the time that he returns to request Stage 2 approval for FT late in this calendar year. Mr. Loftus added 

that the systems are of varying size and complexity. Thirty to forty are large and will have cost effects 

because of required data translation. 

 

Asked about campus leaders who question whether Workday is right for the UW, Mr. McCartan stated that 

there is considerable attachement to local, decentralized systems. There are legitimate concerns about the 

size of the project, and some favor an incremental approach. This is the first time that such a system will be 

implemented across the UW, including UW Medicine. Mr. Loftus added that definitions matter, and that the 

benefits of FT must be clearly communicated. 

 

Asked whether the UW had purchased insurance for potential changes to the Workday product, Mr. Loftus 

replied that it has not. Current work must ensure that all data transfer between systems will work with all 

future Workday updates, which occur every six months. FT must identify whether there will be sources of 

truth in addition to Workday and, if so, how many there will be. Workday is used by 90 percent of Carnegie 

rated R1 universities, so Workday is tailoring its product to the UW’s complexity because this benefits its 

other higher-education clients. 

 

Asked whether FT will impact the same workers as HR/Payroll did, Mr. McCartan stated that all UW 

employees get paid, but that only 1,500 to 1,700 employees work in finance. 

 

Asked whether there were other examples of an institution of higher eduation and an academic medical 

center implementing one finance platform together, Ms. Brannen replied that the UC and CSU 

implementations occurred in the late 1990s and the early 2000s. The challenge here is to reconcile two 

different lines of business in one platform. Mr. McCartan added that there is much to learn from the 

experiences of Yale University, the University of Miami, the University of Rochester, and the Ohio State 

University. Mr. Loftus stated that UW Medicine’s procurement experience can help optimize procurement 

for the rest of the University. 

 

Lou Cariello, Vice President, Facilities, stated that there are ten major capital projects on the monthly report, 

of which four are under construction and six are in the planning stages. Two of the latter will begin 

construction imminently: the Parrington Hall renovation project and the Stevens Court Extension enclosure 

rehabilitation. He hopes to bring forward the UW Bothell STEM building for Stage 2 approval soon, in 

partnership with Cascadia College. There were ten submissions for this design/build project, a sign of 

healthy interest. The Population Health Facility will top out in early August. The safety performance 

indicator will soon improve, as a result of new plans. The project is on track for early and under-budget 
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completion. He will present a naming plan to the Board in coming months for its approval. Yesterday there 

was a reportable incident at the site involving very light contact between two conex boxes. Crane operations 

have been halted until a root-cause analysis is complete. There are forty to one hundred lifts each day on the 

Population Health Facility site. 

 

Asked about the business equity indicator that had been included on prior capital projects scorecards, Mr. 

Cariello replied that he reports quarterly to the Board’s Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Advisory 

Committee on the matter in detail. Regent Harrell asked that the indicator be restored to the scorecard for 

easy tracking. 

 

Asked about crane safety in severe weather, Mr. Cariello replied that there is great focus on this at the 

moment. 

 

Asked about the cesium leak at Harborview Medical Center, Mr. Cariello stated that UW Facilities has been 

involved in an advisory role. Department of Energy contractors were performing the work at the time of the 

leak and are performing the mitigation work. President Cauce added that the process is taking far longer 

than expected, and may not be complete before the end of the calendar year. It appears that the Federal 

Government will reimburse the University for the costs that it has incurred moving laboratories or paying 

researchers working on federal contracts while they cannot access their laboratories. 

 

See Attachment F–2. 

 

UWINCO Board Update (Information only) (Item No. F–3) 

 

Regent Ayer reported that the UWINCO Board, and its risk and compensation subcommittees, met on June 

3. Themes of the meeting were the return of volatility, lower expected returns in the future, and on the 

possibility of achieving greater returns while managing risk in emerging markets, particularly in China. 

 

Keith Ferguson, Chief Investment Officer, UWINCO, noted that the primary risks to investment 

performance are interest rates and inflation, which are likely to remain low in the immediate future. A guest 

speaker informed the board about long-term opportunities in East Asian private equity. Political uncertainty 

in Hong Kong may yield attractive opportunities. The UW is exposed to some currency risk, with 

approximately 40 percent of its endowment in non-USD denominated investments. 

 

Asked about the inversion of the yield curve for US Treasury bonds, Mr. Ferguson replied that six of seven 

past recessions have been preceded by an inversion that persisted for two months or more. Interest rates in 

the United States are not as low as those in Germany or Japan, but the Federal Reserve will be unable to cut 

rates by 400 or 500 basis points in the event of a downturn, as it had in the past. 

 

See Attachment F–3. 

 

Annual Debt Management Report (Information only) (Item No. F–4) 

 

Brian McCartan, Vice President, Finance, noted that each month his report contains a Monthly Debt Report 

(MODRe). Likewise, each year his unit provides an Annual Debt Management Report. 

 

Chris Malins, Associate Vice President, Treasury, stated that the annual report covers both external debt in 

the form of outstanding bonds and internal debt offered through the Internal Lending Program (ILP). The 

University has statutory authority to issue its own bonds. He reminded Regents that debt is not a fund source 

like gifts, tuition, or appropriations, but a pledge of future revenues. Only seven other universities in the 

United States are rated Aaa. Because the UW has a split rating, however, its bonds are priced to the lower 

rating: AA+. Explaining the graph of the University’s outstanding debt on slide 6 of the attached materials, 
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Mr. Malins noted that the University is now in a ‘flat’ period, whereby the amount of new debt issued each 

year approximately balances the amount of debt retired each year. He said that the updated debt-capacity 

analysis prepared by the Treasury Office estimates that institutional debt capacity remains at approximately 

$100 million per year for Fiscal Years (FY) 2020 to 2024. 

 

Annette Sommer, Senior Associate Treasurer, explained that the purpose of the ILP is to provide a stable, 

and predictable long-term interest rate to campus borrowers. The ILP offers increased oversight and 

transparency of campus borrowing for the administration and the Board of Regents, ease and flexibility for 

borrowing units, and resources to underwrite programs such as the bridge loan program or down-payment 

assistance to faculty members. Because the current ILP rate is 4.5 percent, it is unlikely to rise for some 

time. In fact, sufficiency is currently estimated to be ten to fifteen years: this means that the ILP has 

sufficient funds to hold the present interest rate stable for ten to fifteen years for campus borrowers. 

 

Asked how liquid the UW’s assets are and how UW Finance evaluates operating fund liquidity, Mr. Malins 

replied that the amount of the UW’s operating funds that can be invested in equities is limited by the State 

constitution to the portion of operating funds that are considered private funds. 

 

See Attachment F–4. 

 

School of Dentistry Semi-Annual Financial Report (Information only) (Item No. F–5) 

 

Regent Benoliel noted that the Board had last received an update on the School of Dentistry’s finances at its 

November 2018 at UW Tacoma. 

 

Sarah N. Hall, Vice Provost, Planning & Budgeting, reported that the School has made remarkable progress 

towards sustainability since last November. A short-term memorandum of understanding concerning the 

terms of repayment for the School’s accumulated deficit is in discussion. 

 

Gary Chiodo, Interim Dean, School of Dentistry, reported that the School has halved its deficit since last 

year. There remain opportunities to improve the finances of the predoctoral clinic, by seeking greater 

philanthropic and state funding for the DECOD program serving developmentally disabled patients and 

potentially expanding its services across the state as well as by reducing the faculty-to-student ratio, which 

will allow more students to be active under faculty supervision in the predoctoral clinic. However, all 

graduate clinics are now revenue positive. The faculty practice plan has been restarted. Its first two months 

of operation have been positive, given that its operations have been based only on efforts to recall patients 

of the prior faculty practice plan. This summer the School will begin a major outreach to members of the 

UW community, encouraging them to secure excellent dental care in the School’s clinics. Philanthropic and 

research results have been positive. Overall, confidence is returning to the School of Dentistry. 

 

Asked about the breakdown of philanthropic support, Dean Chiodo replied that twenty of forty funds in the 

School are directed to scholarships. The remaining restricted funds are directed to clinical operations and 

research. 

 

Some noted that the School sounds like it is in a very different, more positive place than it was one year ago. 

 

Asked about the terms of the School’s ILP repayment, Ms. Hall stated that the first memorandum of 

understanding will last two years, because there are long-term risks in the absence of stable state funding. 

 

Asked about the possibility of training dental assistants and hygienists, as the School once did, Dean Chiodo 

responded that this is feasible, but constrained by the School’s facilities and by existing offerings from other 

state institutions of higher education. Affiliations to this end may be possible. 
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See Attachment F–5. 

 

Approve UAW Collective Bargaining Agreement (Action) (Item No. F–6) 

Approve SAG-AFTRA Collective Bargaining Agreement (Action) (Item No. F–7) 

 

Items F–6 and F–7 were presented and approved together. 

 

Mindy Kornberg, Vice President, Human Resources, stated that the Board is asked to approve the first 

instance of any collective bargaining agreement. The UAW agreement covers approximately 900 post-

doctoral employees and will run for only 19 months, on account of wage concerns. She then noted the 

highlights of the attached agreement. The agreement was concluded on May 29 and ratified by the union on 

June 10, 2019, in a vote of 587 for, 17 against. 

 

Peter Denis, Assistant Vice President, Human Resources, noted that the second collective bargaining 

agreement covers employees of KUOW that were formerly professional staff. The Screen Actors Guild 

(SAF) is not familiar with negotiating with public institutions of higher education, so there was considerable 

education required. The agreement provides a uniform, predictable wage scale. He then noted the highlights 

of the attached agreement. 

 

Asked about the 1.6-percent lump-sum payments to certain employees in the SAG-AFTRA agreement, Mr. 

Denis stated that this payment is directed to ten employees who would not otherwise have received the wage 

increases offered to others covered by the agreement. 

 

Asked about the childcare subsidy in the UAW agreement, Ms. Kornberg that the funds will be disbursed 

according to criteria established by the union in amounts of $300 to $400. 

 

Regent Zeeck moved, Regent Zhou seconded, and the Finance and Asset Management Committee approved 

the UAW and SAF-AFTRA collective bargaining agreements, as presented. 

 

See Attachments F–6 and F–7. 

 

Adjourn 

 

Hearing no other business to come before the Committee, Regent Benoliel adjourned the Finance and Asset 

Management Committee meeting at 11:45 a.m. 

 

  Approved at the meeting of the Committee on July 11, 2019. 


